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1. James the Crusader (A Aeolian) 05:07

2. Benevolent Deeds 01:18

3. Minstrel's Magnum Opus 00:35

4. William the Great (D Dorian) 03:47

5. Cunning Deeds 01:56

6. Minstrel's Martial Song 00:27

7. Holy Deeds 00:54

8. Harry the Young (E Phrygian) 05:12

9. Dark Deeds 01:32

10. Minstrel's Spirit Hymn 00:34
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11. His Majesty's Fool 00:35
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Highly challenging and addicting action game. Dodge roll, jump, double jump your way around countless enemies while you
fight them all off with your arsenal of weapons!. Not worth playing. I have given it an honest try but the truth is that nothing
works in this game. It is a painful slog to accomplish anything and the bugs will completely destroy your game repeatedly. I
think they wanted to do too much and with no focus all 50 million mechanics were half developed.. Furu ike ya
kawazu tobikomu
mizu no oto

Old pond — frogs jumped in — sound of water.. Qop, just like Zup, is a very minimalistic puzzle game.

In the case of Qop, it's not about physics, but about spatial logic. You try to get a cube to a specific spot by continuously
bouncing it off obstacles.

The difficulty is fairly moderate for the most part, the exception being a handful of extremely hard levels.

It's a fun little game and a swift completion. Took me less than 90 minutes to finish without any need for outside help.. It's a
intresting WIP, have had fun so far.. Panzer Hearts is a well-written and easy to play. Visual novel will take you in bizarre world
where sense of humor and psychologically charged atmosphere is a touchable. You just have to play this game!
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Chill game to play when you are bored. The quirky music and colorful graphics make the game very enjoyable. However you
may want more if you want to devote some time into a game.

7.5/10. Meanwhile I loved the web version, steam version is disgustingly buggy and crashes way too often. I can't recommend
buying it in this state, maybe after it gets fixed.. 5/10 let that one slip unless you're seriously into retro games.

Slipstream 5000 has it's charms and it's one of those 90ies games that explaines what gamers find so incredibly cool about retro.

It was designed for the back then dominant joystick controllers so it's quite hard to control with kb/m and not all modern
controllers/pads will work. But if you can get past that, it offers a solid racing game with not-dumber-than-usual AI, a decent
range of vehicles and weapons as well as a diverse selection of track environments.

If you get it in a cheap retro or DOS-box bundle, it qualifies as one of the stars, but imo there's no need to spend money on it
otherwise.. 1933 Space Machine looks like an early 90s Amiga game because it literally is - it was unfinished and in storage for
about two decades before the owner finally completed and put it on Steam Greenlight. While I'm not too familiar with Amiga
games, this clearly shows inspiration from Stargunner and Raptor: Call of the Shadows. It's a moderatly paced, side-scrolling
shmup where destroyed enemies drop currency that you can use to upgrade your ship between missions and at mid mission
checkpoints.

There's a half a dozen different ships, and about two dozen different weapons that you attach to the top, left, right, and bottom
of your ship. I find this annoying, since I found myself losing track of where my ship was in more hectic moments. These
weapons will help you deal with enemies at various distances and angles, so you sometimes need to watch you back. Thankfully,
your ship can take a few hits and you have a rotating shield that can take a few hits and partially regenerate. You can also
manually rotate this shield if you desired. Lives are unlimited, and instead the game will count your deaths per mission and over
the entire playthrough. Each level usually has about 2 checkpoints as well.

The checkpoints, unlimited lives, moderate game speed, and managable bullet patterns makes this much easier to suggest to
casual shmup fans versus the bullet hell games out there, which are too overwhelming for some gamers.. The game has potential
but it fails in multiple ways,

1st: It's not scary, the killer isn't what you expect the playermodel is scary, but the way he is used is not, he just pops out at you
and attacks. And no jumpscares

2nd:The map is really big and i like that, But if the keycards spawned in diffrent locations everytime it would be way more fun
and it couldn't be abused.

3rd:No way to stun the killer in any way, Its just running and hope his timer runs out, if there was a weapon or something
simular it would be better

4th: Gameplay is always the same, find keycards and open doors randomly and hope you find the right ones to progress without
the killer attacking you.
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